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1.
INTRODUCTION

We have renamed this the X-LEW as over 150

members from the USA crossed the Pond to meet

their European colleagues and because it lasted one

day longer. (eXtended-LEW). Barcelona is the first

Spanish spot for international tourism and the third

European LAI chapter, founded after the LAI Madrid

and LAI London chapters. Therefore, this setting

was a great opportunity for both, learning and

growing professionally, and enjoying the local

culture with our local community members.

For a long time international gatherings haven´t 

taken place in Europe. However, this fall 2023 

our Land Economics Weekend was organized in 

Barcelona for the first time, being a great 

success.

The accommodation for attendees was located 

close to the Canalunya Square, in ME Hotel, 

which belongs to the leader hotels company in 

Spain, Meliá Hotels International, founded in 

Mallorca, it also is one of the first hotels 

companies in the world. Furthermore, the hotel 

was this year fully renovated. 

Let´s read next who were in the team that has 

made all this possible. 3
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WELCOMING ICONIC BCN DYNAMIC BCN INNOVATIVE BCN
• LAI and LEF Business 

Meetings
9:00am – 12:00pm

• President’s Welcoming
Reception
6:00pm – 8:00pm

5
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3. AGENDA

• Welcome and Orientation
    8:00am – 8:30am
• Sagrada Familia
    9:30am – 12:00pm
• Gran Teatre del Liceu
    14:30pm – 16:30pm
• Dinner with Local Host
    20:30pm

• Ca l’Alier – 22@ District
    9:00am – 11:15am
• Diagonal One Tower
    12:00pm – 14:30pm
• Sponsors Show Room
    15:00pm – 16:30pm
• Dinner with Local Host
    20:30pm

• La Marina del Prat Vermell
     9:00am – 11:30am
• DFactory
    12:00pm – 14:30pm
• Closing Dinner and Awards 

Ceremony
     19:15:00pm – 21:30pm

Day
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4. Day 1
The LEW started on Wednesday the 4th of 

October at 9:00am, in the meeting room at ME 

Hotel.

After the formal presentations of the chapter 

presidents and incoming presidents attending 

the gathering, a long morning of business 

meetings got underway.

4
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Among the main topics exposed and discussed in the 

LAI Board of Governors Meetings, we can highlight the 

following:

• General view from the international perspective

• Chapter Memberships

• Previsions and actions for 2024

LAI and LEF Business Meetings
• Richard Wilson, the Chicago past-president and the 

incoming International Secretary, presented the results of 

the 2023 Member Survey

• Kathline King, the incoming International President, 

presented the new LAI Brochure, to be edited by each 

chapter with a brief chapter history, as it is a flexible 
template to personalize 

• The 3 new International Committees were presented: 

Global Initiatives, Gatherings and Membership
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Barcelona
Javier Bernades

Opens the 
discussionn about 
growing chapter´s 

membership

Their chapter has 400 
members, with 80 members 

attending events.. They have a 
functional structure for 

organization offering, for 
instance, interdisciplinarity, 
support funds or variety of 

events for their diversity. 

They organise nominations for non 
profit groups to support. They also 

invite potential nominees to 
luncheons for free

They have government members, 
which has a very positive impact on 
membership, but 50 “non active” 
members

To engage members, they 
involve the Urban 
Development Institute and the 
Commercial Real Estate 
Development Association

Networking is a 
powerful resource 
and tool we offer 
our members.

San Diego
Jon Schmid

Vancouver
Michael Mortensen

Baltimore
Nathan S. Betnun

Chicago Region
Lynsey Sorrel

Central EU Region
Robert Maguire

LAI Business Meeting
4
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Their strategy of offering a harbor 
cruise to new members through 

sponsorship is having a good effect. 
They are 50 members.

Using the new LAI presentation layout, 
should have a positive impact

Their basis stands on meetings. Convert into members 
people who contribute and provide/ask for support. Their 
value proposition is based on: representing lots of views, 

supporting and dealing with conflicts. University afiliation is 
important to them as a place to meet and research

Sharing procedures between 
chapters and with the RVP is 
key

Topics like “housing 
affordability” have kept the 
attention of their chapter 
members

This chapter lost lots of 
members during the pandemic.

Their meetings are on a first 
name basis

Phoenix
Michael Klein

LAI Business Meeting
4
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Boston
Kara Brewton

Global Initiatives
Richard Cook

International President
Kathline King

New York
Christopher Deutsch

Simcoe-Toronto
Robert McBride

Aloha-Hawaii
Kimi Yuen

International Past-President
Gary Leach

Day 
1

Regular events, and its 
debates with social program 
is key to built member loyalty .



4. Day 1
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LEF Business 
Meeting
After 11am,  the Board of Trustees and the Board 

Officers announced the nominees for the incoming 

positions. To finish the morning, the LEF Officers 

presented their global programming.

After 15 minutes coffee pause, the LEF meetings 

started. There was still one hour to go. Only the 

LEF officers remained in the meeting room and 

the chapter presidents had until  6pm to 

discover the city, to meet other members or to 

rest at the hotel before the welcome reception.
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To finish the quick welcoming speech Juan José 

Martínez gave official greetings to the LAI 

Chapters that also sponsored the LEW: the 

George Washington Chapter and the Simcoe 

Chapter. Finally the social program continued on 

the ME Hotel terrace, with delightful 

mediterranean weather, Spanish tapas and the 

Cava sparkling wine, as samples of our cultural 

gastronomic heritage we are so proud to share.

4. Day 1
At 6pm on Wednesday the 4th, the Barcelona 

Chapter Past-President, Juan José Martínez, and 

the LEW program designer and coordinator, Enric 

Massip, gave the green light to the beginning of the 

gathering for all the attendees. There were official 

greetings to the International Team supporting the 

event, to Sheila Hamilton, as well as to the corporate 

sponsors, Actiu and Cosentino.

4
W President´s

Welcoming
Reception

at ME terrace
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5. Day 2
The first activities consist on visiting iconic projects 

in the  Catalan metropolis, started on day 2, 

Thursday the 5th of October. The 150 attendees 

were driven in 4 buses and 2 shifts to visit La 

Sagrada Familia, El Gran Teatre del Liceu, and ended  

the day with an enriching gastronomic experience 

hosted by a local member.

5
T

At 8am, after what was our daily breakfast buffet at the 

hotel, we went to the meeting room, where Enric 

Massip gave a general orientation on the full program, 

structured on three themes (Iconic, Dynamic and 

Innovative BCN), in order to show different facets of 

this incredible city:

Welcome and Orientation
• Iconic BCN, visiting world wide renowned buildings: 

Sagrada Familia and the Opera House

• The 22@ district, a role model city for many other cities 

in the world, from industrial transformation to more 

modern economic activities including housing, mixed 

uses and sustainable design strategies

• Zona Franca, another innovative area in transforming the 

city, close to the harbour and mixing affordable housing 

and industries

ICONIC BCN
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We split into two groups and had a guided tour of 

the Nativity facade, the inside and the apse. After 

that, the main architect of the construction, Jordi 

Fauli, revealed to us the key aspects of the 

basílica: the program and how for Gaudí, nature 

was much more than an inspiration for decorative 

elements. It was also a model for developing 

structural and building elements. For him, 

geometric shapes, hidden throughout nature, take 

a new life in the hands of the architect.

One of the most iconic buildings in Barcelona is 
the Sagrada Familia by the genius architect 

Antoni Gaudí. It is a one-of-a-kind temple, 

promoted from the people to the people, still 

being built, 140 years after the cornerstone was 
laid. Our first experience of the magnificent 
temple was at the Marina Street Entrance, with a 

view over the nativity facade. 

5. Day 2
5
T

ICONIC BCN

Sagrada
Familia

Gaudí’s Masterpiece
UNESCO World Heritage Site
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Nature is the main source of inspiration for 
Antonio Gaudí. Organic architecture became 

over the years his personal style. He started 

incorporating natural elements into his 

architecture and later it became the basis of the 
project, the shape and the structure of his 
buildings as we observed, while supplying the 

context to narrate and represent parts of the  
Bible.

5. Day 2
5
T

ICONIC BCN

Jordi Faulí received both LAI groups in a private 

room. He explained to us how Gaudí designed 

the interior of Sagrada Familia as a forest for the 

daylight, introducing the space from the roof to 

the floor, between the columns and the vaults. 

Trees, with its branches, link all the building 

elements within the interior.
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One of the main geometric shapes in Gaudi´s 

architecture and in Sagrada Familia as well, is 

the hyperboloid. Skylights, lanterns and 

pinacles, the towers in the nativity facade and 

the central tower with 12, 14 and 16 sides, are 

shaped with paraboloid forms on each side. The 

reason is that its geometry is based on 

generating curved surfaces from straight lines.

5. Day 2
5
T

ICONIC BCN

After Fauli’s presentation, there was a round of 

questions. Richard Wilson, LAI Chicago Past President 

and LAI International Secretary, asked about the 

influence of Gaudí from and over other architects in 

Europe. Indeed, Gaudí was influenced by and belonged 

to a movement known as Catalan Modernism, related 

to the Art Nouveau, which originated in Belgium at the 

end of the 19th century. Gaudí was also a reference for 

architects such as Le Corbusier in the 20th century.
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The Opera House, in Catalan known as Gran Teatre 

del Liceu, was an important building for the city. 

Located in Las Ramblas near Plaza de Catalunya 

and the seefront, it was a core leisure area for 

Barcelona, since its inauguration in 1847. Although 

it was a prestigious cultural center, the economic 

viability declined in the 80s and it was managed by a 

consortium until it burned completely in 1994.

5. Day 2
5
T

ICONIC BCN

GRAN TEATRE DEL LICEU
It was one of the largest opera houses in the world in terms 
of capacity. Beyond reconstruction of the building, a redesign 

and renovation of the whole institution was undertaken. In 

1999 the first post-renovation performance was held. We 

were received at the Gran Theatre by both the architect 

who’d led the redevelopment project and a member of the 
Liceu managing the building right now. The building is now 

owned by the public. From the construction site, it wasn´t an 

identical reconstruction as they changed materials, although 

the technology for reconstruction was the same as in the 

first construction, for example for the use of clay.

15



For a building like an opera house, the 

auditorium will take up only the 30% of the floor 

área. This serves to highlight that the stage is a 

machine, and for it to work, it needs a vast 

backstage. The so called “magic box” has 

capacity for the average 4 wagons required for 

each performance, going up and down around 30 

m behind the stage. 

5. Day 2
5
T

ICONIC BCN

It was also important improuvements in materials 

and technical efficiency were implemented during 

the reconstruction. It also was important to take 

into account how performances work nowadays 

with more technology, like videos, projections, …

After walking through the hidden passageways 

backstage of the opera house, the afternoon was 

set free until dinner.

16



Host José Nievas
LAI Barcelona Chapter

Host Enric Massip
LAI Barcelona Chapter

LEW Committee President

Dinner with local host
5
T
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Host Marina Avilés
LAI Madrid Secretary 
and Administrator
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6. Day 3
Day 3 was nothing less than spectacular for all of 

us. We began the day with a presentation given by  

Elia Hernando  Navarro of the planning and technical 

coordination at Office 22@. It took place in Ca 

L’Alier, an industrial building transformed into an 

urban innovation center for Barcelona. This is where 

the city council tries to develop innovation, 

sustainability and smart technologies for the city. 

See full presentation in appendix I.

6
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Barcelona has international prestige in the global 
conversation about urban innovation.  Ca L’Alier is a 

building operated by the BIT Habitat Foundation, which 
belongs to the city council of Barcelona. Ca L’Alier 

promotes and boosts the international network of 
urban innovation. Furthermore, in the building, the 

international company Cisco has located its co-
innovation center for the digital transformation and the 

IoT, as it is the main partner of BIT Habitat.

Ca L’Alier and the 22@ District
The 22@ District is located in one of Barcelona’s areas 
undergoing large-scale redevelopment. The Poble Nou is an 

industrial suburb from the 20th century.  It has over 115 

buildings with heritage protection, and the district’s industrial 

origin cohabits with a new urban model. That area was 

called in the 1900 the Catalan Mancheter for its 
manufacturing and heavy industry, while nowadays, it is the 

urban place for the knowledge industry and an urban model 

acclaimed worldwide. One of its key ideas is that innovation 

must occur inside the existing city. 

DYNAMIC BCN

18



After the old industrial Cerdà blocks were 

demolished  and a new infrastructure built, then the 

Cerdá blocks have been defined for containing 90% 

of the ceiling for  economic activities and 10% of 

the ceiling for affordable housing. 30% of the floor 

area for green area and public facilities. The public 

facilities are thought to be dedicated to economic 

activities linked to the cluster, and the heritage has 

been recovered and converted into, for example, 

educational buildings.

The 22@ District Plan has gone through 3 phases:

a) 2000 – 2011: start and development. b) 2011 -

2015: lack of leadership. c) 2015 – 2023: project 

redefinition. The 3 principles of the plan are 

complexity, mixed uses and high density. Together 

with the redefinition of the Cerdà blocks, as shown 

below, there are key land uses such as a media 

campus with offices to promote knowledge 

activities.

6. Day 3
6
F

DYNAM
IC BCN

Media CampusPublic initiative plans
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After the presentation, a round of questions 

opened and participation was amazing, as the 

project had awakened so much interest in the 

attendees. We spent 30 minutes further 

discussing aspects of the 22@ District such as 

the cooperation between public leadership and 

private industry, the investment rate and how the 

community needed 15 years to come to 

appreciate the urban planning vision.

6. Day 2
5
T

ICONIC BCN

We talked too about how this urban model is called 

the urban fabric, as it shows a high compatibility 

between industry and housing. We also made 

remarks about the sustainability strategy behind 

the Superblocks and the amazing persistence of 

the Cerdà blocks as units of transformation. 

From Ca L’Alier, we took a 25 minute walk to Forum 

Besós. It’s the end point of Diagonal Avenue as it 

meets the seafront, as one can observe in the map 

below. 

20



Jorge Domecq, the CEO of Emperor Properties gave 

us a presentation about the Diagonal One Tower. 

Emperor Properties is a family owned company 

dedicated to investing in and managing real estate 

assets in Spain. Their goal is to be a reference for 

innovation and quality in real estate. They own a 

portfolio valued in 1 billion euros in iconic properties 

in the most vibrant cities. 

6. Day 3 6
F

DYNAM
IC BCN

The Diagonal One Tower, designed by EMBA_STUDI 

MASSIP-BOSCH ARCHITECTS, is in the prestigious 

and innovative area of the 22@ District. Its 

remarkable structure serves as offices, contributing 

to the development and transformation of the city of 

Barcelona. They are committed to humanizing 

skycrapers, therefore they focus on integrating the 

aspirations of their tenants with tailor-made services 

and personal attention.

21
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7. Day 4
If the 3rd day was amazing, the 4th was stunning. 

We started the  day visiting an affordable housing 

project in La Marina del Prat Vermell. Aurora López 

Corduente, an architect in the institute for urban 

planning, in the office of La Marina of Barcelona City 

Hall, and the architects of the affordable housing 

project, Judith Leclerc with Jaume Coll, presented 

the projects to us in situ. See full presentation and 

links in appendix II.

7
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The district located between Fira 2 of Barcelona, the 

boulevard of Zona Franca, the Coastal Round and the 

Montjuic mountain represented the first Modification of 

the Metropolitan General Plan (MPGM) in June 2006, 

together with a Special Plan for Infrastructures (PEI). 

Today the neighborhood is known as La Marina del 

Prat Vermell and it’s in full urban transformation.

La Marina del Prat Vermell

INNOVATIVE BCN

The MPGM envisions a progressive transformation of 

74.8 ha of industrial use into a mixed use district with 

73.37% residential use and 26,63% in non residential 

uses. There are also 3 main axes of action: a) the urban 

and environmental axis; b) the economic and 

employment axis; c) the social and community axis. 

Forecasts are for 28,000 people living there and 

between 8,000 and 11,000 jobs.

22



7. Day 4
7
S

DFactory
Phase 1 of DFactory has been built as the first 

cornerstone of the future 4.0 industry district, with an 

initial investment of 30 million€. The building is 17,000 

m2. With 77% of its comercial spaces occupied in one 

year, it provides office space and services as an 

incubator for startups. CZFB has a 7% of internal rate 

of return and a payback period of 15 years.

The second part of the morning we visited Zona 

Franca and DFactory. The Consorci Zona Franca 

Barcelona (CZFB) manage the industrial estate of 

Zona Franca since its creation in 1916. It provides 

employment to more than 137,000 workers and 

promotes global business opportunities for over 175 

companies over a floor área of 10,000 m2. See full 

presentation in appendix III.
23
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Ch1ps://www.iberdrolainmobiliaria.c
om/MicroSitesP/B02502019/castellan

o/index.html

Montse Novell from the CZFB was our speaker in 
DFactory. She explained how Dfactory is a 

private initiative that was approved by the 

municipality, and how the project is designed to 
rent infrastructure to entrepeneurs, with an 

office center, a business park and the industrial 
halls, for biomedical, pharma or technological 
companies.

7. Day 4 7
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INNOVATIVE BCN

The architects, Fredi Turull, Inés Sorenses and 

Manell García from PGI Engineering and 

Consulting, explained the industrialized and 

sustainable construction methods used in the 

design of the building, such as modular 

construction, which is adaptable and resilient, and 

which allowed them to achieve a construction 

timeline of 10 months. 

Ch1ps://www.iberdrolainmobiliaria.c
om/MicroSitesP/B02502019/castella

no/index.html
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After dinner, Javier Bernades, LAI Barcelona 

Chapter President, gave opening remarks and 

expressed thanks to the LEW Committee and to 

the sponsors. After him, James Fawcett, PhD., LAI 

International  Awards Committee Chair and 

Fellow, got onto the stage and presented one of 

the special awards that Lambda Alpha has been 

giving at the LEW over the years: the Skyline 

Award was granted to Concosrci Zona Franca 

Barcelona, and accepted by Montse Novell.

Our delightful closing dinner took place in the 

Hotel Casa Fuster, located in Passeig de Gràcia. 

It is a modernist building constructed in 1908 by 

the emblematic Catlan architect Domenech i 

Montaner, and it was renovated in 2004. Dinner 

started at 7pm in the Café Vienés, accompanied 

by charming jazz piano live music.

7. Day 4
7
S

INNOVATIVE BCN

Closing Dinner
and 

Awards Ceremony
Casa Fuster & Café Vienés
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7. Day 4
Richard Wilson, AIA, AICP, AS+GG City Design 
Director, was acknowledged as the LAI 

International Member of the Year 2023 for his 

remarkable leadership in the Chicago Region 
Chapter as President during the 2020-2022 

COVID pandemic: retaining membership, 
engaging members and inspiring the chapter to 
remain vibrant during that difficult period.

7
S

Gary Leach, International President, and Sheila D. 
Harris, PhD, International Past President, acknowledged 

the dedication and contributions of the LAI Executive 
Committee and de LEF Board of Directors for the 

period 2021-2023, as well as the 2023 Committee 
Chairs of the Global Initiatives, Gatherings, 

Membership, Bylaws, Chapter Services, Finance, 
Communications, Archives and Nominating 

Committees.

Gary Leach then transferred the LAI International 

Presidency to Kathline King, who gave thanks for 

receiving this honour. And finally, Javier Bernades 

closed the gathering and handed over the baton to 

Michael Klein, LAI Phoenix Chapter President, who 

discussed milestones on the next LAI anual gathering. 

The Phoenix Chapter Will host the next Land 

Economics Gathering in October 2024.
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8. Sponsors

Vince Berbegal, International Executive Business 

Manager at Actiú, accompanied us during the 

whole LEW and presented his firm, a leading 

company of office furniture, at their showroom. 

Their design focus on health and sustainability. 

Designing and fabricating from Castalla, they work 

in more than 90 countries.

Actiu Cosentino
Francisco Repiso, sales vice-president for Cosentino, 

also took part in the whole event, showing us their firm 

as well on Friday afternoon. The Cosentino Group is a 

global family-owned company that produces and 

distributes innovative, sustainable and high-valued 

surfaces for the world of architecture and design, all the 

while acting with responsibility and transparency on 

ESG.
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Barcelona, innovation & urban transformations

Land Economics Society. Ca l’Alier
Barcelona, 6th October 2023

Elia Hernando Navarro
planning & technical coordination at Office 22@

elia.hernando@gmail.com

Source: BCNActiva

Large-scale projects for the new Barcelona
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Source: BCNActiva

Large-scale projects for the new Barcelona

Source: BCNActiva

22@Barcelona innovation district

22@
Poblenou 22@

Zone 22@ - 200 ha
115 Cerda blocks

Barcelona supported that innovation must
happen inside the existing city
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Source: BCNActiva

Origins and location

2000-2011. Start and development
2011-2015. Lack of leadership
2015-2023. Projecte redefinition

The “catalan Manchester” – heavy industry area 1900
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Source: BCNActiva

Model change: from manufacturing to knowledge Model change: from manufacturing to knowledge
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The 22@ Plan

Complexity Mixture Density

The concept of the Plan
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obsolete industry Demolition New infrastructure

Transformation development

New activities Social housing Public space + equipment

Implementation of new uses

Ceiling: 90% economic activities
10% affordable housing

Floor: 30% Green areas and 
public facilities
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Source : BCNActiva / Iwan baan

Public initiative plans

Audiovisual Campus

Eix Lacuna

Llull-Pujades Levant

Peru - Pere IV

Llull-Pujades West

Central Park

Media Campus
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Source : BCNActiva / Iwan baan

Building @

Public facilities dedicated
to locating economic
activities linked to the
cluster

Source : Alejo Bagué

offices

Offices for knowledge
economy activities
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Source : Joan Mundó

Affordable housing

Affordable housing

Source : BCNActiva

New infrastructure

Infrastructures
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Source : BCNActiva

Facilities

Heritage recovered and 
converted

Source : BCNActiva

Public space

Public spaces
30% of the block
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Municipal private company 
created in 2000 and dissolved 

in 2011 by the Plenary

Entirely municipal capital

Leadership public and 
projection international project

Goals highlights :

• draft urbanization projects

• draft urban planning and 
management instruments

• execute the planning

• subscribe agreements and 
expropriate

• receive funding

• promote, disseminate and 
communicate actions

Operation :

Board of Directors

Management

Urban Planning Directorates ;
of Management ;
of Infrastructures ;

Promotion _ Economic ;
of Communication .

The municipal company 22@BCN, SA (2000-2011)

New city challenges

Climate Housing Economy
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The new governance of 22@ (since 2015)
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www.lai.org
lai@lai.org

12th November 2023
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